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Walling to speak for 2nd year
in·20th annual Youth Forum
I

by Ktty Goree Wttlker
Bison staff writer

WINNER BY A SMILE
...

by TAMI KERR

Junior Ka Re Ta member Christy Waterson hugs a competitor from the
Concord group as the girl finishes her race in the Special Olympics.
Several social clubs and University students and faculty volunteered
their services at the games, which took place at the Searcy High
School track on Saturday.
·

Jeff Walling, who will address the Youth
Forum crowd today. and tomorrow, is the
first speaker in the 20-year history of the
forum to speak two years in a row.
Rosemary Wilson, assistant to the director
of admissions, says that he was asked to
return this year because of the response
that his talks received last year.
The admissions office has received
information and reservation requests this
year from states that have never been
represented at the forum before .. People
from Wyoming and Wisconsin have made
plans to attend this year, Wilson said. A
crowd of about 3,000 is expected in total
attendance.
Walling's theme is "The Master Plan."
He will speak today at 2:30p.m. and again
at 3:45. Tomorrow he will speak at 9 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m.
Another new element of the youth forum
is taking place today from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
During academic open house, prospective
students will have the opportunity to visit
the areas of the school or department in
which they are Inost interested. They will
meet with the heads of tbe departments of
those areas or repnllll!lltative faculty
members and tour the appropriate
buildings.
·
Entertainment for visitors and members of the University community will be
provided by the eleventh annual Spring
Sing show. Social club shows, a production
number and performances by the Host and
.Hostesses will fill the Benson Auditorium
with sound tonight and tomorrow.
The host and hostesses for this year's
show, David Slater, Veronica Williams,
and Sharon Healy, have done a tremendous amount of work beginning in the fall
semester.
"I've really/ enjoyed it a lot," Healy
said. ''It's been a lot of work, but I've
had so much fun it hasn't seemed like
work. It's been exciting to try on costumes
and see how all the things that we've been

working on cometegether with the lighting
and sets."
The clubs often start work early in the
year or even before the school year begins
by gathering ideas for theme and songs.
The winning shows of the last three
years have come from Regina and Chi
Sigma Alpha social clubs. Bob Conolty,
Spring Sing dir~tor for their show this
year, says they' aren't going into things
expecting to win this year.
.
major
production
number
is
a
part
of
A
the show this year. The members of its
cast were selected from- those who
auditioned early in the year. The number
is based on the hit video by Michael
Jackson, ''Thriller."
·
Jodie Hower, a member of the Thriller
cast, says that the costumes for the show
are really tv.eat and different. "The show
i.!s really diHerent from anything that's
ever been a part of Spring Sing before and
I think that a lot of people ar e going to be
pleasantly surprised," says Hower.
"We're all really proud of it."
_
The first performance. of Spring Sing '84
took place last nigllt. Remaining shows
are tonight at 7 and.t:QindttQW at 3 p.m:.
and 7 p.m.
.. -·--"--- ....
A review of this y~'s Spring Sing show
is on page 9.
Tickets are still available for the three
remaining shows, according the the office
of Dr. Jimmy Carr, assistant to the
University president.
Seats are available in the second
balcony for Friday and Saturday nights'
shows. First balcony seats also are
available for the Friday show. For the
Saturday afternoon show, there are some
seats on the main floor as well as in the
balcony.
.
"We've never had as heavy a demand
for tickets as-we have ha~ this year," Carr
said.
A complete list of activities for the
weekend is in the "Campusology" box on
·
page 2.

Number of A grades increases by 9 percent in past year
by Shawn Cioodpttllpre

.Bimll st.lff write!'

Over the past few years, a gradual increase in both the number of A grades
earned by students and the percentage of
honor graduates in each graduating class
is a call for a little alarm, according to Dr.
Neale Pryor, vice president for academic
aHairs, although others disagree.
In comparing the final grades .issued by
teaelhers in the faD semesters of 1979 and
1983, the percentage of A grades awarded
jumped from 25.1 to 34, while the percentage of 8 grades ba.s gene up only .1
from 36 percent. The percentage ol. C
grades slumped 4.5 percent from 25..5 in
1979, while the percentage(~ of both D
grades and F grades have dropped 8.5 to
5.5 and 4.1 to 2.7, respectively.
Tbrough(Jlt the past d,even years, the
percentage of honor graduates has
gradually increased. From a total of 25

percent in 1972, the ptoportion incre8sed to
3U in 1972, 39.5 in 1980 and a record 41.8 in
1983.
These increases have been noted by
Pryor, who is worried that these high
percentages may be the result of grade
inflation, teachers giving students grades
that were not truly earned.
Saying that the commonplace occurance
of A's has caused the grade to lose much of
its significance, Pryor remarked that
while most students want a challenge,
some students could be described as
"floaters" who select classes on the
probability of obtainina an "easy A."
Pryor said that this attitude manifested
itself in last semester's student written
critiques of teachers, when such comments as "I never cracked a book but I
made an A" turned up often. Another fact
that's caught Pryor's attention is that the
increases _have. occurred while , the

American College Test (ACT) composite
scores of incoming freshmen dropped
from 20 to 19.
·
Pryor credits this supposedly unjustified
increase, which is a national phenomenon,
to two major factors. One is the desire to
keep enrollment up at many colleges and
universities which has resulted in the
abundance of high grades in order to
"please unsatisfied customers." The other
is the action of some faculty members who
attempt to establish popularity by giving
many high grades.
Throughout the University, there is
some disagreement concerning the extent
of grade inflation. According to Dr. David
Burks, dean of the School of Business, the
increase in the percentage of high grades
is not as evident within the business
classes, as, during the same year's span,
the percentage of A's increased only two
·pointsJl'Oill£UatiNJ2.,while the proportion .

of B's have remained stable at 37 percent.
Another area that grade inflation seems
.not to have aHected is. pre-medicine.
According to professor of cbemiatry Dr.
Dm Enl1and. the grade point averages of
pre-med studentS bave increased an
average ol. only .1 percent over a period of
several yean. In most chemistry and
other cl8:flseS required for science majors-,
instructors refrain f.rom curv·i ng a
student's grade ~ mqst have "set a
standard to make," said England.
The University administration believes
that a comprehensive University policy to
remedy the problem would not be feasible.
According to Pryor, each teacher must
evaluate his own distribution of grades
before making changes, if needed, in the
course requirements.
However , racu.lty members could
provide better testing ana more rigorous
r:e«~uirements, Pryor said.
•. -, , ... - . . . ..•.
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Tougher grading brings
better long term results
A memorandum about grade inflation has been
sent to all faculty members by Dr. Neale Pryor, vice
president for academic affairs, in which he states that
less learning is accomplished when there is little
incentive for students to work hard for a top mark.

-./

v

While there are some I temporary\ negative effects
of this call for stricter grading, students will benefit
from such a decision.
In the short term, students may face tougher
standards and may present an apparently weaker
transcript to prospective employers in an already tight
job market. Fewer-students may graduate with honors
than have in recent years.
The long term benefits of such a move include an
increased respect of the University's standard of
education by employers who will learn that graduates
are well-prepared and already used to hard work to
accomplish a goal.
The University will also be more attractive to
prospective students who desire a strong undergraduate education or a sound basis for graduate
or professional studies. This type of student will be an
asset to the University while enrolled and will be more
likely and more able to continue contributing to
Harding after ?e graduates.
In an ~xceptiona.lly well-thoug~t decision, the
administration will not be setting a University-wide
policy on grading standards. This will place the job of
setting standards with the faculty members, who
should perform that task, land will give the responsibility of adhering to the standards to both faculty
and students.
Students should shoulder part of the responsibility
in maintaining strict standards since they will reap the
benefits from their own work. It is easier to try to work
around the policies set for a course by a teacher, but it
is more responsible ·to fulfill course requirements on
time and in the way prescribed by the instructor.
An additional benefit will be a better rapport
between students and faculty who will be working
together to build the University's reputation.
Students, faculty and, in fact, the entire University
will benefit by the administration's decision to request
the faculty's cooperation to halt grade inflation and
raise the grading standards.
'
M.P.C.

~
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SA recommends pledging in 7th week
effort was made to eradicate any intentional bias of
the survey by a prompt collection of discarded surveys
in the mailroom, and by a requirement for student
signatures and-or ID numbers. On the basis of this,
the SA Executive Council voted Tuesday night to
recommend to President Ganus that club induction
activities begin the seventh week of the fall semester.
In the future the SA would like to suggest that clubs
be allowed to instruct their ICC representative, by
majority vote, how to v9te on highly significant issues.
Furthermore, better communication should take
place between the ICC, clubs and the SA. Had the SA
been informed of the ICC meeting at Wyldewood and
the agenda (I found out from the Bison), and had I
thought the ICC recommendation was representative
of the students, the SA would not have found it
necessary to get involved.
Sincerely,

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor:
In the last week the SA has taken a survey to
determine student sentiment in regard to the
recommendation of the ICC to move club induction
back to the eleventh week. The results of our survey
indicate that a majority of the students want club
induction to begin in the seventh week. Inevitably, the
survey has been criticized, especially by those who do
not like the results.
First of all, it must be said that surveys were sent
out to everyone, so everyone had an opportunity to
respond. Secondly, individuals could respond
positively or negatively to any questions. Thirdly, after
each question or set of questions, space was made
available for comments. Most students did make
comments, thereby eliminating any doubt as to their
feelings on the subject at hand. Fourthly, a major

Kyle B. Beaty
Student Association President

Campusology
Today

Belles and Beaux, 10 a.m., Benson Auditorium.
Academic Open House, 11 a.m.~1 p.m.
Jeff Walling, "My Master," 2:30 p.m., Benson
·
·
Auditorium.
Jeff Walling, "My Message,"· 3:45 p.m., Benson
Auditorium.
Spring Sing; 7 p;m:, Benson Auditorium.
Time of'Day, 8 p.m., Administration, Auditorium.
Devotional, 10:30 p~m:, Administration Audi.torium.
'l,'omorrow
Jeff _Walli;t%.''MYttpsSion.._',' 9 a.m.,. Benson Auditorium.
.
May Fete, 10 a .m., Front ~~Tillie of Day,' 10:30 a .m ., ~ Auditorium.
Jeff· Walling; -"My Model," 12:45 p.m., Benson
Auditorium.
Spring·Sing,- :t.and 7 p.~ .• Benson Auditorium.
SA ~~~; .'~~-~ft.Opt ~..Wv~.." 1.and 10 p.m,;
Am~I"i.~an, ~J:i:~~e ~HfJ!~~,. .. .
, " . .
.

~

..

.. ..

'

, .~

..

Monday

SA movie, "The Man from Snowy River," 8 p.m., Administration Auditorium.
Red Cross Blood Draw, 1-7 p.m., Benson Auditorium
Stage.
·
Tuesday

Red Cross Blood Draw, 1-7 p.m., Benson Auditorium
Stage.
"Evening of Scholarship," 7 p.m., Mabee 123 and 125.
SA concert, "Street Legal," 7:30 p.m., Benson
Auditorium.
Wednesday

SA elections, 9:45 a.m.-5 p.m., Student Center.
Red Cross Blood Draw, 1-7 p.m., Benson Auditorium
Stage.
Thursday

-

Red Cross Blood Draw, 1-7 p.m., Benson Auditorium
Stage.

.

.
~
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Top 10 albums of post-Beatles era can't compare to Fab Four
Since Bill Haley first penned it's name, rock and
roll has evolved from its infant state in the early 1950s
into what we've come to realize in the 1980s as a
mature form of musical expression. Its impact on
American society was unexpected and at times unpredictable.
Since the days of Buddy· Holly, Chuck Berry and
Elvis Presley, certainly no one has influenced our lives
as much as the four "chaps" from Liverpool,
England. The Beatles set the- standards by , which
music was made then and now.
For nearly a decade their music provided a model
for the rest of the industry to follow. Their
• revolutionary recording techniques and inexhaustable
library of musical ideas will likely never be realized
again. However, since their demise in 1970, rock and
roll has been without a dominant creative force. That
is, not to the degree that John, Paul, George and
Ringo dominated. With that in mind, here is a brief
look at the ten best albums of the post-Beatles era:
(1) Hotel California - Ealgies (1976) This album
more than any other of its time depicts the lifestyle of
the American society during the 70s. "Life in the Fast
Lane" has come to be an anthem of sorts for those
who have tried and failed to live the fast paced life of ·
this decade. Riding on the success of their "Greatest
Hits" album, the Eagles solidified their claim as the
most popular home-grown act of the 70s. During this
period they sold more records than any other
American rock group.
{2) Bom to Run - Bruce Springsteen (1975)
Somewhat of a cult hero in his early years,
Springsteen touched on the nerve of America's
heartland with his portrayal of life in the big city. The
dreams and aspirations of many that never become
more than that were documented in this work. With
his next three albums that followed, "the Boss"
arguably proved to be the most profound contemporary writer since Bob Dylan.
{3) Goodbye YeUowbrlck Road - Elton John {1973)
Perhaps the most dominant force in music during the
70s, Elton John put it all together on this one. John

OHbeat
Mark Hutson

exhausts every facet of his repetoire of musical talent
to create this classic. Over their stint together Elton
John and Bernie Taupin combined as a writing team
equal to that of the Gershwins, Rogers and Hammerstein, and Lennon and McCartney. From "Bennie
and the Jets" to "Saturday Night's Alright for
Fighting" to the title track and all points in betWeen,
John captures every emotion imaginable.
(4) Songs In the Key of Life· Stevie Wonder (1976)
It was this artist and this album more than any other
that brought black music into the mainstream of
"Pop~'. Wonder's ability to appeal to both black and
white audiences up to that point had been unequalled.
During the mid 70s Wonder literally owned the
Grammy awards. Critical acclaim and public
popularity came easy for Steveland Morris.
(S) IV • Led Zeppelin {1971) CoJtsidered by many
the greatest rock and roll band in the world, Led
Zeppelin lived up their reputation with this their
finest hour. This album contains classics such as
"Black Dog", "Rock and Roll" and the masterpiece
of masterpieces, "Stairway to Heaven". This piece has
stood the test of time as one of, if not the .most
popular song of this era.
\.
(6) The Wall- Pink Floyd {1980) A concept album
about the perils of a society which discgurages individuality, The Wall touched the consciousness of
many who felt oppressed by their culture. The hit
single, "Another Brick in the Wall", epitomizes this
album's tbeme. One of only a few conceptllps to be
developed into a film, "The Wall" was unsuccessful at

the box office but proved its merit as a musical
statement.
{7) Thriller - Michael Jackson {1983) This, the single
biggest selling album of all time had no theme, no
concept except that of pure entertainment.
Jackson's clean cut, wholesome image was a refeshing
change from the lifestyles of so many other pop stars.
Speculating as the what the 80s have in store
musically, perhaps Jackson has set the tone with this
his second solo effort.
{8) Who's Next - The Who (1971) Spearheading the
"British Invasion" of rock into the U.S., The Who
remained consistent t hrough t heir 20 years together.
"Who's Next", however, was exceptional. .'~Won't Get
Fooled Again" remained their most beioved song
through the years.
{9) Frampton Comes Alive - Peter Frampton {1975)
During the summer of '75 it seemed as if everytime a
radio was blaring the sounds of "Show Me the W~y",
"Baby I Love Your Way", or "Do You Feel Like We
Do" were sure to be heard. This lp was a culmination
of years of hard work widely unrecognized by the
public. "Frampton Comes Alive" became the
standard by which all live aJ~ums are compared.
(10) RuQion -Fleetwood M~ (1 976) In the right
place at the right time is the best way to sum up
Fleetwood Mac' s 11-year overnight success. Their laid
back approach to rock was just what . :A~~rica was
aching for. So much so that it remained number one
for 31 weeks.
It was very difficult to pick just 10 albums for this
retrospective view, so here's the "best of the rest";
Toto- IV, Aja- Steely Dan, Blood on the Tracks- Bob
Dylan, Dark Side of the Moon - Pink Floyd, Bad Co. Bad Company, Tapestry - Carole King,. Every Picture
Tells a Story - Rod Stewart, The Stranger - Billy Joel,
Band on the Run - Paul McCartney and Wings,
Xenyatta Mendatta - The Police, and Breakfast in
America - Supertramp.
. . .. .
Oh, by the way here are my five favorite.Beatles Ips:
1) Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club l}a~d, '2) Abbey
Road, 3) Rubber Soul, 4) White Album. 5) Revolver.

Righteous indignation should replace anger over trivial things
You're losing in the last inning of the game. There
are men at second and third. A walk loads the bases
for the top of the order to bring home. A base hit
could tie or; de_pending on the hit, win the game.
The count is two and two and your batter swings ...
and connects. A fielder's choice and a good tag at
home make it two outs.
Okay, the top of the lineup with the winning run at
first base. Your batter takes the first pitch and sends
it rocketing across the ground to the first baseman.
You see him stretch and barely field the ball. The
pitcher is already covering first as the first baseman
heaves the bllll to him. It's gonna be close. You see the
runner touch the base and you're sure he made it
safely. The umpire sees it differently and shows the
deciding thumb. The runner is out.
·· ::
Familiar scene? Around Harding this scene is very
familiar. Who can go to a game and not find a call to
argue with or support? I wish I had a dollar for every
time I've seen a dugout empty onto the field. Chaos
reigns supreme! The umpire is shaking his head and
retreating into a state of deafness as the angry players
shower him with abuse.

Staff writers
Regular contributors to the Bison include:
Tim Alexander, Cynthia Brazzel, Bobby
Davidson, Jaime Deeter, Kirsten Eckerberg,
linda Ford, Shawn Goodpastue, Kay Goree I
Walker and Troy Johnson.
~
··

Christians
in the
world
Tim Alexander
You never knew that the guys who calmly sit next to
you in Bible class could show so much emotion over a
little white ball. It is important to be able to get mad
at the things that deserve righteous indignation an~ to
·stay,calm over the things that really don't matter.
Humanity is frail at best. Who among us has not
let trivialities be tbe cause of sinful anger? Let him
who is without sin be the first to cast down this papet.
Jesus got mad. He got hot-blooded1y and zealously
wrathful. He threw the entire tem_ple in Jerusalem on
its ear. He got upset with those who followed Him. He
got upset with His closest friends. Every time oor Lord·
was mad it was over one importan.t matter - a: lack .6f·
putting the Father's will . in its rightful ·place: ·
At the temple Jesus evicted the swindlers because ot
their abuse of His Father's house. Jesus got frUstrated ·'
with those who liste~ed to. H.im .because they couldn't
or wouldn't see the connection betWeen Him and His
Father.
With His disciples Jesus was irate because of their
inability to see beyond their own noses and behold the Son of God's work of reconciliation, and just how
.iOlPQtUilt that.work-wu, &ea.ooasideri,ng tHUfleSe ." -

L---....---------------.. . . ...

examples are valid reasons for anger, Jesus forsook
the right to be anarY as He hung on a cross.
Forgiveness was on His' lips even as He breathed His
last breaths.
We allow ourselves to get upset over tiny things. We
feel wronged. We feel our rights have been infringed
upon. We feel looked over or misunderstood. We feel
selfish.
Yeah, that's right, selfish.
Immature.
Unreasonable. All those other words that fit when
describing our rage. Yet rarely is our anger over
matters as important as the will of the Father. If we
could lift our eyes to behold the Christ in all the
splendor that befits the Son of God then our rages
would be molded into a stronger character. Our rights
would disappear in the light of qu~ privileges.
If we beheld the Prince of Peace ~:p.~ saw the way
that He looks at us, we could never feel misunderstood
or neglected. We are infinitely small but eternally
loved.
As your pulse quickens the next time-you feel the
urge to lash out, ask yourself if it is worth it.

Blood Draw
The- Red Cross blood draw will be held
Monday through Thursday next week from 1-7
p.m. on the stage of Benson Auditorium.
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Stewart discusses plans, wants to continue positive attitude
by Liz Herrel
Bison News Editor
Mike Stewart, a junior from Birmingham, Ala., won the· run-off election
for Student Association president for the
1984-85 school year by seven ·votes last
Friday. More students voted in the run-off
t!lection than in the first election last
Wednesday.
"When it comes down to seven votes, if
one person had not done what they said
they would, it could have gone differenUy " Stewart said, referring to those
who said they would support him. "1 really
appreciate everybody who voted for me
and who worked so hard."
One of the things that will be different

abcx.lt the new SA executi ve counc il wiU be
a transitioo ,p eriod of working _with this
year's officers. "Last year when I got
elected treasurer we didn't have any kind
of transition," SteWart said " When I got
baCk to school, I didn't know one thing I
was supposed to do. We bad to call Zac
Muncy to help us." Muncy was SA
treasurer during the 1981-82 school year
and SA president during the 1~ school
year.
.

Stewart ~id .that Kyle Beaty! p~dent
d. ~ S~, 18 g01ng to start bel~ hin:' by
telling ~ what to do not only m .offtcial
duties but m every aspect of runnmg the
SA. "I think it will be an ~vantage,"

'Evening of Scholarship' planned .
to stimulate interest in academics
The College d. Arts and Sciences is
sponsoring an ''Evening of Scholarship" to
"stimulate interest in interdisciplinary
academics" and to "give students an
opportunity to present their research to a
broader audience than a class," according
to Dr. Dennis Organ, chairman of the
English department and one of the
coordinators of the program. The program
will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. in rooms 123 and
125 of the Mabee Business Center.
Ten students will make scholarly
presen.ta_tions based on research that they
have done. Tbe presentations are to last no
longer than 15•20 minutes. Presentations
will occur simultaneously in the two
rooms, and the audience will be provided
with agendas so that they may select
which they would like to hear, Organ said.

Alpha Chi, the national honor- society,
will award a plaque to the person with the
most outstanding presentation, he said.
This is the third year that the "Evening
of Scholarship" has occurred, but in the
past it was sponsored by the English
department, he said.
Students participating and the groups
they represent are: Ken England, physical
science; Terry Dinterman, computer
science; Kelly Davis, mathematics; Trey
Reely, music; Etta Madden, English;
Dawn McKamey, home economics; Mike
Brown, psychology; Holly King, history;
Meg Cook and Laura McKnight
Cheatham, nursing; and Jodee Hobbs,
speech.
There is no charge for admission, and a
reception will follow the program.

'Bison','Petit jean' take awards
The Bison was first in the Sweepstakes
Award and second in General Excellence,
and the Petit Jean took second in General
Excellence at the annual spring meeting of
the Arkansas College Publications
Association at the University of Central
Arkansas in '"Conway on Monday.
The Bison was second in General Excellence behind -the Echo, the newspaper
of UCA, and the Petit Jean was second
behind the Ouachitonian, the yearbook of
Ouachita Baptist University.
The Sweepstakes Award was based on 14
individual writing and photography
contests which were judged by members
of the Ark&nsas Press Association. The
award included a $100 prize given by the
Arkansas Gazette.
Individual winners for the Bison were:
Michael Corrigan, general column; Kim
Vinson, review column; Eddie Madden,
feature story; Cacky Supplee, interview.
Second place winners were: Kevin
Fuchs, general column; Jim Dotson,
editorial cartoon; Etta Madden, straight
news story.
Third place winners were: Eddie
Madden, review column; Tami Kerr, news
photograph; Yo Kurabayashi, feature
photograph; Kevin Atchley, editorial
cartoon; Eddie Madden, straight news
story; Brent Alexander, sports column.
Several students received honorable
mention: Yo Kurabayashi, feature
photograph; Liz Herre!, straight ~ws
story; Carol Landerfelt, sports feature
story; Etta Madden, interview.

The General Excellence competitions
were judged by the Associated Collegiate
Press in Minneapolis.
The Petit Jean won in the display,
coverage and concept categories, and
placed second in photography, art and
graphics, and copy.
The Bison took first in photography, art
and graphics; second in writing and
editing, opinion content, and design; third
in advertising.

Stewa rt sat'd. "We are gomg
. to k now wh a t
to do when we get here next year."
This semester the SA has not been
meeting every week. Stewart says that
during the fall semester be will have a
meeting every week "until we get more
organized. A lot more goes on in the first
semester than the second semester so we
won't need to meet as often the second
semester,'' be said.
Stewart says that he is excited about
wcrklng with the otber newly elected officers . He bas already begun to discuss
plans for next year with them. Brad Burt,
vice-president-elect, and Stewart have
discussed specific changes they want to
make. accordi.Jm to Stewart. "We have
ideas but I don't think I should
talk abOOt them righ.t now. We feel that
timing is everything,'' Stewart said. He
cited as an example the curfew change the
SA instigated last fall. "Last semester was
perfect timing for it," he said.
Stewart plans to incorporate some of the
suggestions made by the other candidates
in the presidential race into the SA's plans
n~xt year. "All th~ candidates brought out
really good isSues, and we are going to
check on them," he said
Stewart said that Beaty bas discussed
working with the administration with him.
"I understand that Dean Altman (Ted
Altman, vice president for student affairs)
has the students' concerns in mind," he
said. "I am looking forward to working
with him and the rest of ·the administration."
Stewart thinks that his job will be
representing the students as a liaison
between them and the faculty and administration. "I feel this year's SA and the
students have had great communication,"
he said.

,
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Mike Stewart

Wedding Invitations
Banquet Programs
Club Stationery

HARDING

PRESS
COMMERCIAL PRINTING
AND L/THOGflAPHING
300 South Remington
Box 758, Station A
SEARCY,

Stewart said he hopes that the SA is not
only going to tell the students how the
administration feels about things but is
also going to tell the administration how
the students feel about things.

ARK.

72143

TELEPHONE 501 /268-8431
CAMPUS.EXT. 341

"fam trying to be really positive," he
said. "I want next year to be a positive
year."

Sexuality seminar
The Humap Sexuality Symposium
sponsored by the senior social work
majors will be next Friday April 'rl
from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. in ~ Main
Auditorium of the Administration
Building.
The program for the symposium
will be as follows:
8-8:30 ................ Registration
8:45-9:30 ........ "Homosexuality"
Dr. Dwight Ireland
9:45-10:35 .. "Accepting Ourselves"
Dr. Joel Johnson
10:45-11:35 . "Sexual Dysfunctions"
Dr. Susan Mercer
1-1:50 .. . . .. "Parenting Sexuality"
JoAnn Carder, MSW
2-2:50 . . . . . "Sexuality in Marriage"
Dr. Lewis Moore
Students will be excused from
class if they sign the register at each
lecture that they attend.

The Cure For ·
Spring Fever
Can Be Found At

~~~fa,~
~~Ln,~~
Q/Uf~~.

~~d·

106 N. Spring, S,~QfCY ..

MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY

I"

268-4684

located in Searcy Medical Center
2900 Hawkins Drive
Harding .Class '66 Boyce Arnett
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Alumni say Harding accomPlishes purposes

..

Some things never change. In the past fifty years, Harding has been praised and also
criticized for traditions and rules that set it apart from other schools. How do these unique
qualities affect students lives?· Is the institution actually "educating for eternity?" This
week and next the Bison goes indepth to discover how Harding is fulfilling its purpose and
in what areas it could be improved. This week we get a retrospective view from the results of
a survey of alumni from 1974 to 1983. Two freshmen give their opinions after only one year
on campus, and two seniors tell how four years at Harding have shaped their lives.
by Etta Madden

Bison ce>«jltor

Dr. Neale Pryor, vice president for
academic affairs, said he was "pleased,
but not surprised" with the results of a
phonathon survey to Harding alumni of, the
past ten years which was conducted in
March.
The survey, which was conducted on a
random sampling of 501 alumni with accepted survey techniques, was part of the
self-study for reaccreditation by the North
Central Association, Pryor said.
The survey should prove that the
University has been "accomplishing its
purposes" for the past ten years, he said.
As stated in chapter 21 of the self-study,
"Validation of Mission and Objectives,"
the University's goals include "spiritual,
academic, social, and physical development of students."
The major goal of the University, according to the chapter, is "increasing the
student's knowledge of God through the
study Of the Bible and developiDg a closer
fellowship with God the Father through
the Lord Jesus Christ."
Pryor noted four of the survey questions
in particular. He said the administration
had been "especially pleased" with the
results of the question, "While a student at
Harding, would you say your knowledge of
the Bible increased?" 66.1 per cent answered that it had increased "a lot," while
31.5 per cent answered "somewhat." Only
2 per cent answered "not much."
Another question which received very

positive results was concerning divorce.
Only 1.4 per cent of those surveyed have
been divorced since they graduated.
"That's just fantastic," Pryor said; noting
that it was "extremely good" in comparison to the national average.
Pryor gave two reasons that he thought
might explain the results of this question.
First, the survey did not ask if they had
ever been married. Therefore, the number
does not reflect the ratio of divorces to
marriages. Also, several of those who are
married have been married less than ten
years. They are still "newlyweds" and
haven't had time for as many marital
problems to develOp, he said.
A third question that had rather surprising results was concerning chapel,
Pryor said. The question asked, "How
would you rate Chapel at Harding a!i an
activity which contributed to your
spiritual growth?" Only 18.2 per cent said
that it was excellent in this respect. 38.3
per cent rated it as good, 33.5 percent
rated it as fair and 10 rated it as poor.
Pryor said that he felt this was probably
because Chapel has more than a spiritual
emphasis. The development of spiritual
growth is "not the only purpose of
Chapel," he said.
Another question that Pryor said that he
found impressive was "To what extent are
you involved in the activities of your local
church?" 69.7 per cent said that they are
"very involved" and 24 per cent are
"somewhat involved." Only 6.4 per cent
said that they are "not involved."

POOl" RoqS

lJOR_!]EJt

INTRODUCING OUR NEW
DOUBLE MEAT
BACON BURGER
% lb. FRESH GROUND BEEF
ON A TOASTED BUN,
TOPPED WITH CRISPY
BACON, 2 SLICES OF
CHEESE, MAYO, LEnUCE
AND TOMATO.

Responses to the other questions were
generally very good, he said. In the area of
academics, 98.4 per cent of thos·e surveyed
said that they consider the University
"excellent" or "good." The remaining 1.6
per cent rated it "fair" in this respect.
The general education requirements and
the professional knowledge and training
offered by the University were both rated
well, with over 90 per cent saying that they
were ' 1excellent" or "good."
In spiritual and mQral development, 93.8
per cent rated it "excellent" or "good," 6.4
per cent rated it "fair" and only.. 4 per cent
said that it was "poor."
In a question regarding which
developmental activities are emphasized
on campus, 49.1 per cent said that spiritual
development received the most attention.
Next was academic development with 30.3
per cent, then social life with 12.4 per cent.
Physical development received only 2.4
per cent, less than the 5.8 per cent who said
that they did not know which area was
emphasized the most.
One question rated "the social club
system as a way to promote social
develapment among the stude11t body."
27.3 per cent believe it was excellent while
42.9 per cent said it was "good." 18.8 per
cent rated it as "fair" and 6.6 as "poor."
85.2 per cent of those surveyed were
members of a social club.
Regarding their personal relationship
with God, 59.7 per cent said that it increased "a lot" while they were enrolled
and 34.1 per cent answered "somewhat."

50% Off! Popular
Stationery Designs!
Now you can purchase a selection of beautiful,
Hallma:rk stationery at a 5~ savinp! The
decorated designs regula:rly priced at $3.99
now are $2.00, and the ivory and blue
stationery regula:rly $4.50 now are $2.251 So
stock up on this popular Hallma:rk stationery
while eunnlv lasts!

Great For Banquet

Poor Boys Burger Barn

301 E. Race
Aero.. from
Truman Baker Chev.

Phone 261·2099

BECKY'S
HALLMARK SHOP

PURCHASE A LARGE COKE AND GET A FREE REFILLI

309 N. Spruce - Downtown Searcy
Open 9:00·5:30 Mon.·Sat.

Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trademarks of the Coca-Cola Company
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Only 5.6 per cent said that it had not
developed much.
More than 93 per cent said that Harding
as an institution prepared them well to
serve their fellow man.
In response to the question of how much
their appreciation for and knowledge of
man's cultural heritage increased, only
24.2 per cent said "a lot" while 58.5 said
"somewhat."
The survey asked for several statistical
answers like whether the alumnus was
graduated s~ma cum laude, magna cum
laude or cum laude; 'whether his college
expenses were met by scholarship and to
what extent, his degree obtained, his sex,
his graduation date, his state of residence
and whether he contributes financially to
the University.
These questior\s will be used as cross
references to deterinine how different
types of students answered the questions,
Pryor said. The cross-references will be
studied carefully tp determine if there has
been any change in·-gra<tqates during the
past ten years.-· ::~~""those who
graduated betw.een:· "t974-79 had
significantly differeilt a'Dswers' than those
who graduated during the past five years,
be said. This would be Of j,articular interest in the self-study..
Charles Walker and Dr. Tom Howard,
two faculty members who are serving on
the committee that coordinated the survey, are compiling the results of the crossreferences, he said.

MADD race next week
The White County Chapter of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving <MADD) is
sponsoring a 10 kilometer MADD Dash
and a one mile fun run Saturday, April28.
The runs will begin and end at Carmicha,el Community Center. The fun run
will slart at 9 a.m. and the MADD Dash
will begin at 9:40. Registration will begin
on the day of the race at 8 a.m. but runners
may preregister at Sports Warehouse on
Race Street.
The registration fee for the MADD Dash
will be $5 in advance and $6 the morning of
the race. The fee for the fun run is $3.
All participants in the 10 kilometer race
will receive t-shirts. .Runners may also
obtain sponsors for the-distance they run.
Thos.e who raise more than $50 from
sponsors will receive a gift certificate of
some type.
Trophies will be awarded to the top male
and female overall and to the top finishers
in each age division.
For more information, contact Paul
Pollard, vice-president of the chapter, in
Bible 105 or call Denise Miller, chapter
president, at 268-5105.

Sally's!J Home Typing/Secretarial Service
1
/4

Lb. Slngl~ Hamburger
No
limit

89c

Reg.

.$1.09

Expires A/30/84

·------------~~~-~~~-----

Accurate work by experienced typist. Accepting typing of
any sort including:
Business, medical, legal, manuscript, thesis, word processing & morel Low student rates with extra discount for
anything over 15 pages.

Located conveniently in Searcy.
AHordable rates • CaU 268-7726
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Freshman year colored by expectations, marked by change
by Eddie Madden
Bison features editor

Although they have only been here one
year, most freshmen have already found a
place at Harding. They've joined a social
club, established patterns of study and
entertainment, and beCome a part of their
own social, academic and spiritual
element. And most have started forming
routines and opinions that will influence
their college careers - routines and
opinions based on their expectations, their
goals, and their evaluation of life at
Harding.
For many, their first year is colored by
the expectations they held before starting
school. And not all those expectations have
been met.
Freshman Toby Taylor, a pre-med
student from Bartlesville, Okla., says,
"It~s been harder than I thought it would

"It's been harder than I
thought it would be to get
in the groove .
"
Toby Taylor
be to get in the groove, to meet people and
get into your element." He says he expected Harding to be like church camp he expected to meet lots of people and
make friends easily.
"It's a different environment," he says.
"You don't really know how to act."
Michelle Sutherland, a freshman
elementary education major from Dallas,
says she expect~ liarding to be "perfect." "I didn't think there would be any
problems," she said. But she discovered
that no place can be free of problems.
· She adds that her lifestyle has also
changed in college. She explains, "College
life and life at home aren't the same sleeping patterns, eating patterns, and
stuff like that. . You kinda have some
patterns you go by, and then at college it's
all shot."
One of the best things about college life,
she says, is that it lias helped her become a
more independent person, since, as she
says, she IS 1'n0limder her parents' wing."
Both say thafthe~·,looked forward to the
spiritual Life at IJarOing. "When I decided
to come here," says Sutherland, "the most
important thing was I was wanting to
better myself as a Christian."

She adds that Regina, her social club,
and Chi Slgs have played a big part in her
spiritual growth. She says, ''My spiritual
life here bas helped me so much. And I
look to my club for support."
Sutherland also says she enjoys going to
chapel, because it helps her get a bold on
the day.
Both Sutherland and Taylor see changes
in themselves. Sutherland says, "I think
I've changed for the best. One big factor is
Regina and Chi Sigs. They're very encouraging; they make me want to be a
better person, which is something that you
· do, not something you are."
Taylor says he feels better about himself
because "I've learned to accept different
kinds of people, and how to be more open.''
Of the academic life at Harding, Taylor
says he likes the challenge. "It's different
from high school," he says. "I'm actually
learning stuff here."
Sutherland, however, says she is
disappointed with her own academic life,
but admits it's mostly her own fault. "It's
really hard to get motivated to study here.
You really have to be disciplined," she
says, "because there's always something
else to do."
She also states that the teachers at
Harding are great because they are more
like friends. As she says, "It's not teacher
to student all the time, but friend to friend.
Brother Eddie (Cloer) always invites
people over for hot dogs and apple pie . . .
That means a lot to me. They care."
Both freshmen have changed during
their :first year, and they anticipate more.
Taylor says he expects to grow a Lot
spiritually, and he wants to grow socially.
"There's a lot to learn about people,'' he
says.
Sutherland tells of broader goals: "I feel
while here I ought to take advantage of
everything. I hope it'll help me prepare for
the outside world, so that I can remember
who I am and what I stand for."
"And," she laughs, "if I don't get
married before I graduate, that's fine."
Do they have any gripes about Harding,
any dislikes? Sutherland says it bothers
her when students complain about the
rules. "I think a lot of people disagree with
a lot of things about Harding. Some people
don't like the rules here, but there's
always going to be rules," she says. "You
have to have them."
Taylor notes that he dislikes "people

expecting you to be something." He says,
"Sometimes there's a lot of pressure to fit
a certain mold, to be what other people
want you to be, and not what I want to be."
He also says he doesn't like the way
some people expect you to be happy all the
time and think something is wrong if
you're not.
Do they have any advice for incoming
freshmen? Sutherland insists, "Get involved. And meet lots of people. There's so
many wonderful people on campus and
sometimes we limit ourselves to a certain
group and miss out."
She adds that she hates passing people
she doesn't know on the sidewalk.
"Sometimes I just want to stop and meet
them," she says.
"Also, stay out of the video arcade

room," she says. "I spent so much money
there my first semester."
Taylor says freshmen should set goals
for themselves. "You can't just come here
thinking, 'I'm just gonna have a lot of fun,'
"he says.
What is in the future for Harding?
Sutherland says that one day when she
was walking across campus; a man
walking with his family noticed her
Regina sweatshirt and stopped her, explaining that he had been a beau for the
club for four years when he was in school.
A member of Sub T, he graduated in 1965.
"As we were looking around the campus,"
she says, "he told me, 'You know, things
haven't changed, they're still the same.'
That's what I think Harding will be in ten
years. Still the same."

HAIRSTYLING FOR THE MEN OF THE FAMILY

~EWMAN
BARBER SHOP

204 S. locust

•

Searcy, AR 72143

Open Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00- Sat. Until 1:00
Ed Hvbach, Barber Stylist
Dollar Discount Off a Style Haircut With Harding I.D.

"

COME SEE US FOR ALL
YOUR BANQUET NEEDS!
We Have Fresh Corsages

Starting At $3.50

FLOWERS BY JOPA
268-3789
204 S. Locust

SA ballot to list 22 on Wednesday
Twenty-two students have filed as
candidates for six representative positions
on the 1984-85 Student Association. The
elections will be Wednesday, April25 from
9:45 a.m. until 5 p.m. in the Student
Center. Run-off elections for those
positions where one candidate does not
receive a majority of the vote will be
Friday at the same time and location.
Candidates
for
senior
men's
representative are Hal Hess, Eddie
Madden and Dwayne Whitehead. For
senior women's representative they are
Laura Krohn, Suzanne Frandolig and

atristi Waterson.
Candidates for junior representative are
Mansel Smelser, Jeffrey Shaver, Scott
Smith and Larry Christ. Angi Sumpter,
Glenda Collier and Mandy Caraway are
candidates for junior women's
representative.
Seven men filed for sophomore
representative. They are Stephen Powers,
Steve Cash, Marty Moore, Michael Small,
Greg Harp, John Madden and Steven
Gunter. Amy Moshier and Carol Laoderfelt are the candidates for sophomore
women's representative.

WELCOME
YOUTH FORUM GUESTS! I !
Try any of our Mexican Dinners and receive
a FREE medium drink with your meal I

There is no obligation for consultation on problems
facing you when you are planning your wedding. Just
phone for an appointment and we will allocate a specific time just for you.
Our experience in recording the love and emotion of a
wedding can be yours. Your beautiful color photographic story recorded from your wedding will last
and last ... and last.
Remember, no obligation for consultation.

Some of Our Specialties are:
NACHO SUPREME
CHICKEN FLAUTAS

Our ability to help you
makes us what we· are

CHIMICHANGA
BURRITOS

Expires M26/U
By Appointment - Call 268-9304

New Studio- 1407 E. Moore Ave.
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
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Seniors dnswer questions ofattitude toward University life
by Risa Beckloff

tivities, they have attitudes typical of
University seniors as they near the end of
their time at Harding. How has Harding
shaped their lives? Kim and Mike answered several questions to reveal this
and to pass along hints to upcoming
students.

Bison Staff Writer

Seniors Kim Hudson and Mike Brown
are exemplary students.
Brown, a psychology major, is president
of the psychology honor society, chairman
of the Student Association academic affairs committee and a member of Kappa
Tau social club. He has been awarded an
assistantship from Virginia Tech, where
he will begin his graduate studies next fall.
Hudson, a speech education major, has
excelled in varsity speech competitions,
starred in campus theatrical productions
and been a member of Phi Delta social
club. Both have extremely high grade
points.
Although they are above average in both
their academic ang extracurricular ac-

Before you came to Harding, did you
have any expectations about how your
spiritual life would be affected?
Kim: I expected a four year church
camp experience with the closeness and
spiritual high that one gets there. I am
tr()m a small congregation at home and
thought, "When I get to college, then I'll
grow spiritually."
Mike: I was from a public school with no
experience at all with Christian education

YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT WILL BE APPRECIATED
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Doug Faith
White County
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pressure to do well in school and not waste
their education money.

How were these expectations fulfilled or
disappointed?
Kim: My freshman year I was not
disappointed. It wasn't like camp, but I
was overwhelmed with meeting kids that
understood my background; I didn't have
to explain Wednesday evening service and
why we did not use a piano. There was a
great camaradarie with the other students
and it was easy to talk about religion with
them. As a result I did grow spiritually
that year.
Mike: -It was more conservative at
Harding than what I expected. I'm from a
different part of the coUntry where some of
the issues are not as big, like shorts and
mixed bathing. I think religion is
sometimes spoon-fed here. I was
disillusioned here at first until I realized
that I had to develop my own relationship
with Christ, and then I started to grow.

Do you think the policies here are too
strict or too lax? Are there any rules that
you do not agree with?
Kim: I don't think Harding is too strict
or too lax. I might not have said that two
years ago, but for the overall good of the
student body, I think they are fair.
I have always had trouble with being
locked up at night in the dorm, even
though I can understand it.
The only thing that I think is really not
fair is forcing dorm residents to eat in the
cafeteria. The administration needs to
give students the option and that would
encourage the cafeteria to be more
competitive. It's not very capitalistic. Mike: I have no problem with the rules.
We complain naturally, but for most
students, the rules are OK. Some students
are obviously not" suited for the lifestyle,
but they knew what it was going to be like.
If I had to vote, I would keep t!te rules in
place - they are a distinguishing
characteristic of the school.
We won't feel at peace until we realize
that these rules of the school are showing
virtues that should arise from our heart. If
we don't have the characteristics, we
naturally wdn't like the rules.
Ideally, we would be like Christ and
have no need for the rules, but we are
human and need guides to keep us on the
right track.
Some of the rules are ridiculous; the
beard issue is ludicrous, but there have
been some encouraging 'cliariges made in
the four years we"_liaye · o~n here.

What was your attitude toward your
academic life your freshman year and how
has it changed during your four years
here?
Kim: My freshman year was a farce; I
don't know how I managed to do what I did
and still make decent grades.
As soon as I got into the classes in my
major, the speech and English classes, it
made a big difference. I enjoyed them, so I
did not mind the work. I can see the concept of the general education
requirements, but I don't know how effective they are.
Mike: I came here as a pre-med major
and I probably put too much emphasis on
my studies the first two years. There were
times I did not take part in beneficial
activities because I thought I had to study.
It was just inexperience; I didn't know how
to balance my social and academic life.
How has your attitude towards social
activity changed since you have been
here?
Kim: Personally, I had social life too
high on my list of priorities. I think that is
normal for freshmen, but I think it may be
exaggerated here at Harding. I think,
though, we are building Christian friendships, and that is very important.
I think clubs are a very valuable social
tool. When, though, people find their seH
worth in the~ club jersey. or diminish
others' worth because they aren't in the
"best'' club, then that is tembly unfair.
Clubs are a good way to get close to
other people. I don't like the process of
pledging, picking and choosing and don't
feel I can participate in it any more.
Mike: I had very good timeS my freshman year in my social club, although my
academic emphasis prevented me from
getting into a club lifestyle. I think clubs
are a matter of individual interest and
people find their own circle of friends with
or without a social club.
I think lately there has been a trend of
less people joining a club because of the

-Do you think the education you have
received here has adequately prepared
you for your chosen field?
Kim: I believe I am well prepared and
have received a good education. I don't
think I would have any trouble competing
with anyone from another school. My
instructors have been excellent and have
worked with me so well, and I know I have
a good balance of knowledge and social
skills.

· "' '' :·" ' ·

Mike: I am reailf."fOt'' graduate school
eve11 though there 'maY' 'be peOple with
more specialized pre~ii ration that I
couldn'~ get here at Harding.
What do you think about the "marriage
factory" label that has been attached to
the University?
Kim: I don't care if people say Harding
is a marriage factory, because I found a
good h.atch here and I think many others
do, too.
Mike: I did not come here expecting to
get married, though it is true that it is a
good place to find a mate. I don't think it
should be the sole reason someone would
come to Harding. There is a lot of levity
about it, but you are not a failure if you
leave without being married. It is a fallacy
that if you leave Harding without a mate,
you are out of luck and you might as well
give up.

WELCOME YOUTH FORUM GUESTS
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and did not know what to expect, other
than an extension of my church at home.
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Spring: .Sing 1984

Photos by Tami Kerr

Spriog Sing Host David Slater croons about New Orleans in his solo number (top
center). Hoste~ Sharon Healy is crying her heart out over you in this performance (top right). The beginniDJ of the show -is announced by the trumpets of
freshman Pete Colligan, on the left and senior Glenn Dillard, who are both members of the University Jazz Band (bottom right). Prisoner lisa Miller longs for
freedom in Tri-kappa and Kappa Sigs' show, "I Bes Your Pardon" (bottom center). Junior Donna uney gives "Service with a Smile" durins Pikes and Ka Re
Ta's show (bottom left). "Tell me how long will this rain last," sinp Hosteu Veronica Williams in one of the group number.5 of the Host and Hostesses (top left).
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Recurring American theme dominates Spring Sing
by Cynthia Brazzel
Bison staff writer

America! That seems to be a recurring
theme in Spring Sing 1984.
Spring Sing opened last night in the
Benson Auditmium with gypsies, fitness
freaks, alley cats, servicemen, prisoners,
Olympic athletes and dynamite.
Although fewer clubs entered this year,
the musical extravaganza still remains
powerful and full of energy.

Review

.

The show is announced by a herald of
trumpets as this year's host and hostesses
David Slater, Veronica Williams, and
Sharon Healy open with "Magic To Do."
The first show, performed by Regina
and Chi Sigma Alpha, opens to a band of
gypsies in front of an old wagon. Entitled
"Catch That Gypsy Spirit," the performers sing and dance in typical gypsy
fashion. The costumes are also effective in
portraying them as gypsies.

a

The host and hostesses follow with an
interlude in an old-time ice cream parlour
singing "Candy." This song effectively
takes us back to an important era of
America - the fifties.
Galaxy and Ju Go Ju chose an appropriate theme that is sweeping America
now: fitness. The show is called "Waist
Away." Throughout their songs, the
emphasis is on food. Their backdrop is
cute and ey~atching as it shows Porky
Pig_working off the pounds. They end the
show with a good work-out of calisthenics.
Hostess Sharon Healy sings the theme
from the "Eyes of Laura Mars" in a park
setth1g in transition to OEGE and King's
Men's "Right Up Our Alley" featuring
alley cats.
The striking entrance of the ~ts makes
an effective opening of "Right Up Our
- Alley.'' 'lbe performers are all unified and
move easily from number to number. Also
effective is the detailed, but large, backdrop of a dark alley full of cats. "Right Up
Our Alley" is a promising show this year.
Host David Slater then joins with the
ensemble to sing "New Orleans." This
jazzy song dynamically shows David's gift

.----------.---.-----.
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SPRING SPECIAL

barn.

Bring in this· coupon for 20o/o off anything!

N . ~API-£

3/lo .MI t..e
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Needlepoint, Counted Cross Stitch,
KniHing & Crochet Yarns,
Threads and Supplies

Expires •126/a.c

ELEANOR'S
NEEDLEWORK &
KNIT SHOP
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of singing.
Ka Re Ta and Pi Kappa Epsilon follow
with "Service With a Smile." This
especially patriotic show is striking to the
eye due to the red, white and blue
costumes. Most of the songs are
traditional patriotic and military tunes,
highlighted by a salute to the flag. Ka Re
Ta and Pikes appear very polished
because of their unity .
Before inte.rmissioo Slater, Williams,
and Healy close with "Trickle, Trickle," a
soog about rainy weather.
The host and hostesses return with a
sophisticated "Tuxedo Junction" before
Kappa Kappa Kappa and Kappa Sigma
perform "I Beg Your Pardon."
The two clubs do a remarkable job
portraying prisoners behind bars in a
dungeon. Tbe backdrop is superb and they
add a unique frontdrop to portray the
dungeon bars. Tbe show is full of actioo
and effect. 1be predominantly aU-female
cast finally breaks through the ban
causing, in essence, a dual theme. The
songs change from imprisonment to a
freedom theme.
Slater and Healy then sing a country
song, "I'm Crying My Heart Out Over
You," while Williams plays a fiddle in a

·,,~;·••
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"All the Gold in California" is the theme
of Shantih, Tri-sigma Delta and Kappa
Tau Omega as they stage this Olympic
theme. The necessary unity Is present and
is very effective with the stage-full of
performers. Their choreography lnclude$
some tricky moves and shows several
athletic events. 1'hiiJ show, too, is extremely patriotic.
Healy and Slater then take the stage as
Slater sings a comical rendition called "H
Ever I Would Leave You." Slater is

costumed as a knight and Healy appears to
be a window manequin living through the
different seasons of. whi.c h Slater sings.
Williams follows with a spectacular
Judy Garland medley. This act steals the
show as it displays Williams' exceptional
voice range and quality. No doubt it brings
back a lot of memories of another
American era.
The final competing show is " Having a
Blast," which is performed by TNT and
Zeta Rho. This abstract theme of
dynamite is handled weU through ~of
extensive make-up, hair dye, glitter, and
costume. The performers demonstrate
remarkable proficiency with continuous
action moves while being ~mendously
unified The backdrop snows a lot of detail
and humor.
The f1Jl81 show, performed by a selected
cast, is "ThriUer," based oo Michael
Jackson's similar video production. Tbe
choreography Is precise and fast. Tbe
performers act while dancing. This show
is extremely effective.
The host and hostesses close with two
songs, the final one being "United We
Stand." Again, a sense of patriotism is
evoked.
Throughout the entire show, the Harding
University Jazz Band performs selected
..
pieces.
The competing shows are vying for wins
in four categories: costume, theme,
music, and choreography. One club will
also be presented a participatioo award.
The awards wlll be presented after
tomorrow eveolng's performance.
Judges have been seleeted by Dr. Jack
Ryan, director: of Spring Sing, and Jeff
Hopper, directOr of the host
hoeteuea.
They come from acl"'8S the United states
and from all professimal fields.

ana

May Fete tomorrow on Front Lawn
May Fete, the traditional winding of the
maypole which celebrates the coming of
spring and has been sponsored by Ju Go Ju
social club for more than 40 years, wi.ll be
tomorrow at 10 a.m. on the Front Lawn.
During the fall semester, each women's
social club selects a freshman and a senior
representative to participate in the
ceremony, Risa Beckloff, director of this
year's ceremony, said.
The freshmen representatives and all
the new members in Ju Go Ju will wind the
May Pole in three different patterns. A
May Queen will be crowned from among
the senior repreSentatives. These are
voted on by the student body in the fall
semester, Beckloff said.
Beckloff said that Ju Go Ju tries to pick
a weekend as close to May 1 as possible,

and that Spring Sing weekend was ch~
last year and this year because of the
many visitors who_will be on campus.

Guild plags:l.~~.ures
Traveling in Europe wiD be the topic of
two lectures to be presented next week by
Elizabeth Mason, former chairman of the
art department.
Mason, who has led several student
groups throughout Europe in the past, will
be using slides from her trips in the lec1ures.

'Jlhe lectures will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the American Studies Auditorium and
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the American
Heritage Auditorium. Anyone interested
in travel is invited to attend. The lectures
are sponsored by the Art Guild.

- Ll
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Wherever you go, from Maiti.e to California, you're in
Dexter, USA. And Dexter takes you there in comfort in
the handsewn qu,ality ofthese classics, made in the USA.
Crafted from the very finest leathers. Dexter handsewn
classics for your best foot forward.
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268-6779

Banquet Flowers!
-Corsages
- Boutonnieres
-Nosegay
Remember your Harding Student Discount I

ORDER EASTER FLOWERS EARLY I
COME SEE OUR SPECIALS I
204 N. Spring

268-2858

125 S. Spring
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sports
Tennis team defeats SAU, nears AIC championship
by Bobby Davidson
8ison staff w riler

Some people seem to be convinced that
Friday the 13th is a day full of unlucky
mishaps, but it is a sure bet that none of
these people are members of the Bison
tennis team, which defeated Southern
Arkansas University Friday in the home
AIC match that all but clinched the conference championship for the winning
team.
After the singles portion of the match
had been completed, only two of six
Harding players had succeeded in overcoming their SAU opponents . . Nigel

Liverpool and Peter Nanton, both of
Kingstown, St. Vincent, provided the
Harding singles victories at the top two
spots.
Down by a score of 4-2 going into the
doubles competition, the Bisons found
themselves in a very tight spot. In order to
clinch the team victory, Harding had to
achieve the near-impossible feat of
sweeping the three doubles matches from
SAU, a team who had played strongly in
doubles all season.
Liverpool and Nanton contributed to the
Harding cause by beating the top SAU
doubles team, bringing the overall score to
4-3 SAU.

"I had been sick all week before this
match and it came down to how long I
could last. I've been with this two years
now and it feels good to be second, but
there's nothing like winning," Liverpool
·
said.
The doubles team of Nate Malone and
Jon Wood then did their part by coming out
on top of the number two team of SAU,
tying the team scoring total of 4-4.
This placed the burden of clinching the
AIC match and, more importantly, the
upper hand in conference competition, on
the shoulders of Michael Clayton and
Donnie Wallis.
Emotions ran high and crowd participation became a key element as
Clayton and Wallis racked up points
against their opponents.
Eventually, the match went into a tiebreaker, which Clayton and Wallis won 72, making the final overall team score 5-4
and all but clinching the AIC championship for the Bisons.
"Going into the doubles competition
down 4-2, we had hope but we knew that we
were in big trouble. The great teamwork
that all of our doubles teams showed is the
reason we won. Everybody kept their head
up and played extremely well," Clayton
commented.
''But I think the reason we won is
because of the crowd; it was without a
doubt the biggest turnout ever at a Bison
tennis match," he said.
Bison coach David Elliott, in his tenth
year as head of the tennis team, beamed

~

proudly as his team was congratulated by
the home crowd.
"We've still got four AIC matches left,
but this all but iced the championship for
us. The key match was our number two
team of Nate (Malone) and Jon (Wood);
they have dominated everybody all year
and got us off with a victory and brought
the match to a tie. This was just an all-out
fantastic performance by everybody out
there," Elliott said.
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FARM

b
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INSURANCE
-

FOR INSURANCE CALL
Vernon Rogers
268-8638
1311 E. Race Ave.
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois

Spring Sing
Is Here!

HAVE A HAPPY WEEKEND!
Bring Your Guests By To Browse
at the

CORNER GIFT ~·SHOP
ON CAMPUS

927 E. MARKET

"DELICIOUS
DELl SANDWICHES"
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Bar B.Q.

by YO KURABAYASHI

Winning player Niger Liverpool concentrates on smashing a serve. Liverpool defeated his opponents in both singles and double .~ompetitic>n in Friday's mat<;h.

r-----------------------------------,
-Coupon- ·
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Bring In This Coupon For A
Free 16 oz. Fountain Drink
With The Purchase Of Any Sandwich

FLIPPIN - KIIHNL

Expires 4-22-84

EYE CARE CENliR, P. C.
Highway 367 South
311 North Spruce Street
Bold
Knob, Arkansas 72010
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
501/724-6376
501/268-3577
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020
Howard F. Flippin, O.D.
Michael Kiihnl, O.D.
General Optometry
General and Pediatric
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SHORTY'S FOOD. MART
703 E. Race, Searcy, AR

-HoursJ
I

SUNDAY- THURSDAY 6:00A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 6:00A.M. TO 2:30P.M.
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Bisons split doubleheader'with UCA, still lead conference
by Bobby Davidson
Bison staff writer

t

..

Last Saturday the Bison baseball team
traveled to Conway and split a highscoring AIC doubleheader with the
University of Central Arkansas, losing the
first game 9-4 and coming back to win the
nightcap 13-7.
On Tuesday the Bisons swept both ends
of a doubleheader at home against College
of the Ozarks, winning the first game 1-o
behind the three-hit pitching of Steve
Pilkington and taking the nightcap 14-1.
The games brought Harding's record to
14-9, with an AIC-leading 8-2 record, ahead
of Arkansas Tech at 5-2.
Steve Pilkington was the losing pitcher
in the first game of Saturday's twinbill,
bringing his season record to 3-1.
Jil'nmy Sites won the second game,

Spring Sing
Rose Special . . .
Greenery, Baby's
Breath, One Rose . . .

$2.50

Flower Fantazy
268-7477
1516 E. Race

evening his record at 2-2. Joe Taylor came
in to relieve Sites in the seventh inning and
got credit for the save.
Head Coach Dick Johnson feels that his
team, still on top of the conference at 8-2, is
in a very good position to win the conference title.
"We're definitely in good shape right
now," Johnson said. "We hit the ball well
Saturday with seven hits in the first game
and 15 in the second game. Our lack of
depth at pitcher still puts a little pressure
on us, though. We'll just have to keep
playing good defense and hitting the ball
well and hope for the best with our ·pitching."
The split in Saturday's doubleheader
came without the services of Randy
Hindman, the Bisons' base-stealing
shortstop who is batting at a .368 clip this
season, but was unable to make the trip
due to illness.
Taking up some of the slack left by
Hindman's absence, senior Marty
Ninemire and sophomore Bruce Brantley
kept the Bisons' base-stealing attack alive
with one steal each in Satilrday's nightcap.
Twenty-one games into the season,
Ninemire was batting at an impressive
.429 pace and leads the team with 19 runs
batted in. The team batting average after
Saturdays game was .268.
Home run leaders for the Bisons are
Ninemire, Hindman, and freshman Barry
Jones with one each.
Pilkington's earned run average shot up

Saturday from 1.09 to 2.2, still good enough
to lead the team. He also leads the team in
saves with three and in strikeouts with 43
this season.
·

Runners not crazy, just healthy;
they jog to see countryside, to think
When Frank Shorter of the USA won the
Olympic marathon in 1972, he didn't have
any idea what effect he would have on the
people of America for years to come.
As a result of Shorter winning the
marathon, people began to realize some of
the benefits of running. Twenty years ago
the only runners were those who competed
in races- of which there were very few or those who ran for fun, who were thought
to be just a little crazy.
What makes people get up at 6 a.m., put
on some sweats, get out in 30-degree, rainy
·weather and run five miles? Why do
people torture themselves like that?
Wouldn't they be better off physically if
they stayed in bed that extra hour-and-ahalf to get that much-needed rest?
If you've never gotten up for an earlymorning run, you can't understand why
runners do what they do. Running is more
than just running. Runners do their best
thinking when they're running. It's similar
to mowing the yard. If any of you go home
during the summer and pusl_l a mower
around the yard, you know how it helps
you thirik about things you otherwise
wouldn't think about.
If you run alone, it's even more fun. You
can talk to animals along the side of the
road, bark back at dogs, sing to yourself,
and you don't have to worry about hitting
somebody in the feet when you need to
spit.
Most runners hate to run on a track.
Runners like to be able to see the country.
Instead of taking the same route
everytime, they try to go someplace different each time they go out. It makes th~
miles seem shorter when you're admiring
the cornfield!) than when you're counting
laps on the track.
Running has caught on at Harding, too. I
don't know if it's because freshmen have
to run in P.E. 101 and then stick with it
when they find out how much fun it is, or if
it is because everyone else is doing it, or if
we know that it's l!ood for us.

SOME NURSES
COMMAND MORE RESPECT.
Aller three years as an Army Intensive Care Nurse, Captain Mary Muench applied for the
Nurse Anesthetist course: "For what I want. Army anesthesia Is perfect. It gives me more
menial stimulation. There's plenty of variety in cases, and being an Army officer Is very
exciting."
Because Aimy nurses are commissioned officers, they're given much more responsibility
and comprehensive'trainlng. Captain Muench explains: ''Your first nine months are bookwork, and that's longer than they give you In most civilian programs.
''Army Nurse Anesthetists always score high on the national boards. And they can now
get a Master's Degree for their Army education.''
.
If you're ready to test your skills as a leader, havu BSN, and are registered to practice
in·tha United States or Puerto Rico (or If you're still a student), call your local Army Nurse
Recruiter:

Tomorrow the Bisons travel to Pine
Bluff to take on the Muleriders of Southern
Arkansas University in a conference
doubleheader, beginning at 1:00.

Sports
Spectrum

r

I'd like to see everyone begin some kind
of running schedule, even if it's just a brisk
walk the first few times out. Many say that
running is their doctor.
There's nothing better for me than to go
rut in the middle of the afternoon, run
about six miles and come back to my room
just completely drained. Sure, I'm tired,
but it's a good kind of tired .

Titans, King's Men
win championships
Undaunted by the cool and rainy
weather that has plagued spring softball
season Titans and King's Men captured
the sofiball championship last week before
rowdy crowds.
In the big club A game, Titans came
back to defeat TNT in the final game, 17-13
behind a balanced effort from the whole
Titans team. TNT jumped out front in the
second inning scoring four runs, but
Titans' Rich Katehur, who scored three
times in' the game, sparked them in the
fifth inning to what became a seven run
blaze.
other big club scores in the championship games include Kappa Sigs
defeating Titans, 13-9, for the B team title,
SUb T C team defeated Kappa Sjgs 12-7,
andinDteamaction, TitansbeatTNT, 7-4.
In the first game of the smaU club
championships, Kappa Tau nipped King's
Men in a slugfest that ended in a 11-10
game. A homerun by King's Men member,
Dan Cutts and a grand s1a,m by Jeff Kline,
also of King's Men, were all in vain in the
loss. H~ever, in the final game ior the A
team championship, both teams struggled
to get a score on the board before Mark
McCoy of King's Men made the tough trip
around the bases ,to give King's Men a 1-o
victory.
Theta Tau's B team put nine runs on the
board in the first inning against Knights in
their champjorlship game, bu.t came close
to giving it away during the waning
moments, winning only 13-12.
·
In other small club action, Knights C
team won the title by defeating Theta Tau,
18-3.

BILLy·
GENE PERSON
.

FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
Position 13

SFC Michael Gray
US Army Nurse Rttcrulter ".
501-886-2342 '

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE 41.1.YOU CAN BE. ,

Your· Comments and Support are Appreciated

268-2868
. ............
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Tracksters win home meet, compete in ASU Track Classic
by Bobby Davidson

16:05.3 and Jim Baird took second with a
time of 16:09.3.

Bison staff writer

Saturday the track team won an AIC
meet on the Harding track with 85 team
points. Far behind the •.Bisons in second
place was College of the Ozarks with 42
points, followed by Arkansas College, the
University of Arkansas-Pine Bluff and the
Memphis Track Club with 28, 25 and 19
points respectively.
First place in the pole vault went to Ed
Van Der Kaaij with a vault of 14'6".
Second place went to Larry Christ, who
also vaulted 14'6" but had one more miss
at that height than VanDer Kaaij.
Doug Ogburn came out on top of the
shotput competition with a toss of 44'4",
with Kevin Roberson coming in third at
39'1".
Roberson won the discus with a distance
of 132'2", followed by Bill Nichols in
second place at 123'1".
First place in the 400 meter hurdles went
to Roger Carter with a time of 58.9.
James Pinson won the 5000 meter run in

Concert Band plans
outdoor performance

Allen Gibbons took second place in the
high jump with a leap of 6'4".
Second place in the long jump went to
Jim Sutton at 22'1h'' and DaVid Westover
took third at 22'¥4".
Eddie Neal came in second place in the
1500 meter run with a time of 4:09.2.
· The 400 meter relay team took third
place in the meet with a time of 45.6.
Roger Carter took second in the 110 high
hurdles at 15.6 and VanDer Kaaij came in
third with a time of 17 .1.
Also on Saturday, some~ the Harding
runners went to Jonesboro for the
Arkansas State University Track Classic.
The 400 meter relay team took third with
a time of 41.85. First place went to
Southeast Missouri with a time ~ 41.(Y7,
followed by Memphis State at 41.49.
In the 100 meters, Tony McCoy took
third with a time of 10.82, followed by
Attah Frimpong at 10.88.
The Bison 1600 meter relay team came
in fourth behind Grambling, ASU, and UAMonticello with a time of 3:22.06.
Coach Ted Lloy.d said he feels that the

tracksters have represented Harding well
this season and is optimistic about their
chances in the AIC championship, which
begins on May 1 with the preliminary
round in Arkadelphia.

"We've got one of the better teams in the
AIC," Lloyd said. "We'll certainly be a
contender for the championship. That's
only one meet, though, so we're getting
ready for it now."

BASKETBALl BENEFIT
April 28, 7:00 p.m.
Harding University Gym

Searcy's "A" Teo m

vs.
Channel 11 Hogans-Has-Beens
Come ... Butch Gardner, Stan Eckwood, Allen Gibbons,
Floyd & Lloyd Smith, Ronnie Peacock, and Jimmy Walkeri
Tickets are $1.00
Available at Poor Boy's

All Proceeds Go To The
Searcy Sunshine School

This year's outdoor performance by the
Concert Band featuring a "variety of
musical works," will be Tuesday afternoon, April 24, from 4:3G-5:30 on the
steps of the Administration Building,
according to Warren Casey, director of the
band.
Casey ~id the main purpose of the
concert, oth~l: than providing entertainment ftir students, is to give
students majoring in music education with
an emphasis on instrumentals an opportunity to get some experience at
conducting a group in public. It is required
~ all students in the instrumental conducting class, he said.
Seniors who will be conducting are Carol
Trevathan, Sandra Patterson and Scott
Tubbs, who are in the class this semester,
and Lisa Reed, Steve Richards, Trey
Reely, Debbie Richards and Brian Casey.
Numbers to be performed include "A
Russi.an_ Sailors Dance," "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring " "Festival · Prelude "
Robert Jager's '"Third Movement froiD
the Third Suite;" "Sonus Victorium,"
''Tocatto," and "Buglers' Holiday."·
In case of rain the concert Will be
postponed.

Doa't
F0111et-

For A
Pleasant Summer
CAMP COUNSELING

I·

CAMP
PALUXY

Amly'a has Free Refills on
all aoft drinlca.
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A deliciously tasty quarter pound Andy Burger, dressed any way
1 you Uke it I an order of crisp, golden fries, and a 16 oz. soft drink
1 -All For Just $1.84
1

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Has Openings For

_Two Men
and
Two Women
Counselors
June 3 to July 21
For

I •• , "

"

Information Contact
Thedis Wood
Camp Paluxy
Bluffdale, Texas 76433
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